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AVG BUSINESS EDITIONS
AVG Business offers top-rated endpoint protection against viruses, malware and online 
threats. We provide the solutions that empower our channel partners to simplify,  
optimize and secure the IT experience for small and medium-sized businesses  
around the world.

INDUSTRY FACTS
 ƽ SMBs do not have the same level of security as large organizations.  
Cyber-criminals no longer discriminate

 ƽ SMB employees are almost 4 times more likely to click on malicious links
 ƽ 400,000,000 total samples of ransomware
 ƽ 72% of businesses loses access to their data for at least two days

WHY AVG BUSINESS
We protect over 400 million active users worldwide (mobiles, desktops and servers), 
both consumers and businesses. AVG VirusLab is monitoring cyber security threats 
on a 24/7 basis.

Awards
AVG provides award-winning security. Recently, our 
AVG Business Editions were awarded a Top Product 
score by AV-TEST in its July and August 2016 evaluation 
of 13 business endpoint protection software products.

Multi-layered protection
AVG’s protection scans emails, websites, social media links and more, passing it 
through several layers of scanning for the best possible protection.

SOLUTION FIT
If the end-customer needs just AV and is prepared to self-manage? Then our  
AVG Business Editions are the right choice.

 
AVG Business Editions:

 ƽ Stop online threats;
 ƽ Safeguard your customers company and data;
 ƽ Provide basic remote management (single enterprise with a local console).

When your customer needs:
 ƽ AV now and perhaps other services later and doesn’t want to selfmanage (entry 
level managed services) ▶ Recommend CloudCare

 ƽ Comprehensive management of IT infrastructure. Won’t or can’t self-manage 
(remote monitoring & management) ▶ Recommend Managed Workplace

WHAT’S IN IT FOR OUR PARTNERS?
We also offer the opportunity to differentiate yourself from the competition. AVG’s 
Partner Certification Program is designed to provide you with the essential skills and 
knowledge to accelerate your business by fully leveraging the AVG Business portfolio. 
We also provide you with ready-made campaigns in-a-box for you to increase your 
revenue.

SUPPORT
In case of questions or deal support please contact your Distributor or AVG Business 
by Avast Account Manager.

#securitysimplified

AVG Business Security Edition dashboard
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All AVG Business Security Editions are available from 1 user license to 100+ users,  

for the duration of 1, 2 or 3 years.
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AVG Remote Management 
remotely  install,  update,  and  configure  AVG  across  devices  and  entire networks  from  a  single  location.

AntiMalware (AVG Resident Shield) 
provides  continuous  protection  by  scanning  system  files 

AVG Anti-Spyware 
Helps protect  your client’s  identity  from  the  spywar e  and  adware  that  tracks  personal  information. 

AVG Anti-Rootkit  
Helps detect and remove dangerous rootkit software that hides other malicious software seeking to take control of your computer.

Real-Time Outbreak Detection  
Cloud-based Outbreak Detection  technology  to  help identify  even  the  newest malware variants  and  outbreaks  in real-time. 

AI Detection  
Advanced artificial intelligence designed to pro-actively identify malware that hasn't yet been catalogued by our AVG Threat Labs team. 

AVG Email Server Protection  
Helps  keep  your  Exchange  email  server  mailboxes clutter-free  and  safe  from  malware  and  viruses.

AVG Anti-Spam  
Helps to identify email from spammers and scammers and protect you from their malicious offers.

AVG Email Scanner  
Helps  detect  infected  inbound attachments  before  they  get  a  chance  to corrupt  or  slow  down  your  computers.

AVG LinkScanner® Surf-Shield  
Actively checks web pages before users click through and alerts them if it detects anything suspicious.

AVG Online Shield™ 
Cloud-based detection to protect users from dangerous downloads faster than ever.

AVG Business Firewall  
Helps  block  hackers  attempting  to  access  data  on  your  client’s  devices  and  network or taking over computers & laptops.

AVG Scanning Engine  
Our  most  advanced  algorithms  to  date  shorten  scanning  times  to  help  your clients  work  more  efficiently  and effectively.

AVG Smart Scanner  
Smart Scanner ensures scans are handled according to the computer load, in order not to slow down the user. 

File Shredder  
File  Shredder  deletes  data  securely  to  help prevent unintended recovery.

Data Safe  
Encrypts  and  stores valuable documents  or  any  other files onto  a  password-protected  virtual  disk  directly on  the device

AVG WiFi Guard  
Avoid potentially unsafe WiFi access points by alerting users when their PC tries to access an unknown WiFi network.

AVG File Server Protection  
Maintain business integrity by ensuring customer data is kept private and online transactions are conducted with enhanced security.
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